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Abstract— We study and propose a novel algorithm
for detecting Wormhole Attacks in wireless ad hoc and
sensor networks. The algorithm uses only local connectivity
information and utilizes disk packing argument to detect
such attacks. The success of the detection algorithm de-
pends on the density of nodes in the network. Preliminary
simulation results indicate that for uniformly distributed
UDG networks, wormholes can be detected with very high
probabilities for average degrees as low as 8.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc and sensor networks have gained
popularity in recent years for the ease of deployment
due to their infrastructure-less nature. One obvious use
of such networks is in hostile environments for commu-
nications, monitoring, sensing etc. But being a broadcast
medium, wireless medium offers an innate advantage
to any adversary who intends to spy in or disrupt the
network. Wormhole attacks are one of most easy to
deploy for such an adversary and can cause great damage
to the network.

For launching a wormhole attack, an adversary con-
nects two distant points in the network using a direct
low-latency communication link called as the wormhole
link. The wormhole link can be established by a vari-
ety of means, e.g., by using a ethernet cable, a long-
range wireless transmission, or an optical link. Once
the wormhole link is established, the adversary captures
wireless transmissions on one end, sends them through
the wormhole link and replays them at the other end.

An example is shown in Fig 1. Here X and Y are
the two end-points of the wormhole link (called as
wormholes). X replays in its neighborhood (in area A)
everything that Y hears in its own neighborhood (area
B) and vice versa. The net effect of such an attack is
that all the nodes in area A assume that nodes in area
B are their neighbors and vice versa. This, as a result,
affects routing and other connectivity based protocols
in the network. Once the new routes are established
and the traffic in the network starts using the X-Y
shortcut, the wormhole nodes can start dropping packets
and cause network disruption. They can also spy on
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of a wormhole attack. X and Y denote
the wormhole nodes connected through a long wormhole link.
As a result of the attack, nodes in Area A consider nodes in
Area B their neighbors and vice versa.

the packets going through and use the large amount of
collected information to break any network security. The
wormhole attack will also affect connectivity-based lo-
calization algorithms and protocols based on localization,
like geographic routing, will find many inconsistencies
resulting in further network disruption.

We have developed a distributed local connectivity
based algorithm for detecting such a wormhole attack.
Previous works have either assumed extra hardware [2],
precision time synchronization [6] or cryptographic key
distribution based solutions [4]. Our algorithm has no
such requirements, needs only neighborhood information
and its success is only dependent on the density of nodes
in the network. Currently, the algorithm works only for a
unit disk graph case. But the technique is general enough
to be extended to other models, and we are pursuing
that direction in our on-going work. We provide the
theoretical basis for our algorithm in the next section.

II. DISK PACKING

Denote by p(S, r) the packing number, which is the
maximum number of points inside a shape S such that
every pair of points is strictly more than distance r
away from each other. We assume that no two nodes
are located at the same place.
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A. Disk packing in a lune

Denote by Dr(p) a disk of radius r centered at p. We
denote by D(p) a disk of radius 1. As a well-known fact,
in a unit disk there can be at most 5 nodes whose pair-
wise distances are strictly more than 1. Thus p(D, 1) =
5.

Given two disks with radius R centered at u, v with
distance r away, define by the lune the intersection of the
two disks, L(r,R) = DR(u)∩DR(v). When R = r = 1
we sometimes omit the radii and denote by L the lune
of unit disks.

Lemma 2.1. p(L, 1) = 2.
Proof: Refer to Figure 2 for an illustration of a

lune L. The line segment uv divides the lune into two
parts, the upper and lower ones. The two intersections
of the two unit circles centered at u, v are denoted p, q
respectively. Denote by w the midpoint of segment uv.
|pw| =

√
3/2 < 1. It is not hard to see that inside the
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Fig. 2. One can only pack at most two nodes inside a lune with
inter-distance more than 1.

upper half of the lune one can not place two nodes with
their distance strictly larger than 1. Indeed, for any node
x in the upper half of L, |xv| ≤ 1, |xu| ≤ 1, |xp| ≤ 1.
Thus there can only be two nodes inside L with inter
distance larger than 1. �
Lemma 2.2. p(L, α) ≤ �(2

3 −
√

3
2π )(2+α

α )2�.
Proof: We use an packing argument. Suppose we

place a set of nodes P inside L with their inter distances
more than α. Thus we place disks of radius α/2 on each
node in P . All the disks are disjoint. Further, all the disks
are inside a slightly larger lune L(1, 1+α/2), which has
an area of ( 2π

3 −
√

3
2 )(1+α/2)2. Thus p(L, α) is no more

than the maximum number of non-overlapping disks of
radius α/2 packed inside the lune L(1, 1 + α/2). The
total area of the disks centered on P ,

π(α/2)2 · |P | ≤ (
2π

3
−

√
3

2
)(1 + α/2)2.

Thus p(L, α) ≤ |P | ≤ �( 2
3 −

√
3

2π )(2+α
α )2� as claimed.
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Fig. 3. One can only pack at most �( 2
3
−

√
3

2π
)( 2+α

α
)2� nodes

inside a lune with inter-distance more than α.

Remark. The packing argument in Lemma 2.1 only
gives a loose bound on p(L, 1). When α = 1, Lemma II-
A gives p(L, 1) ≤ 3, which is worse than that in
Lemma II-A. Although packing the maximum number
of non-overlapping congruent disks inside a shape is an
ancient problem, exact bounds are only known for a few
number of special cases [5], [1].

III. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM

We now describe our distributed algorithm for worm-
hole detection based on Section II-A. The algorithm is
based on unit disk graph assumption, but as mentioned
it can also be extended to other cases. From Lemma
2.1, we know that in a unit disk graph, two nodes in a
network which are distance 1 apart cannot have more
than two common neighbors which are also distance
1 apart from each other. In other words, two indepen-
dent (non-neighboring) nodes cannot have more than
two common neighbors which are themselves mutually
independent. But in case of a wormhole attack, nodes in
the neighborhood of one wormhole become neighbors
of nodes in the neighborhood of the second wormhole
and vice versa. For example, in Fig 1, nodes in area
A become neighbors of nodes in area B and vice versa.
Now, as the resulting graph due to these new connections
is no longer a unit disk graph, Lemma 2.1 will not hold
for nodes in Areas A and B. Our detection algorithm,
thus, just tries to find nodes which do not follow the
result of Lemma 2.1 and if it finds any set of nodes
violating that result, it declares presence of wormholes.

It works as follows. Each node maintains a list of its
own neighbors. Periodically it broadcasts this list to all
its neighbors. Thus all nodes come to know about their
2-hop neighborhood and also about neighbors of their
own neighbors. Once this information is disseminated,
every node tries to find one node (in its 2-hop neighbor
list) such that they are independent, they both have three
common neighbors and these three nodes are also mutu-
ally independent. The only case when this is actually
possible is when there is a wormhole attack and the
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of detection success count vs average degree.

first set of two nodes are in neighborhood of the first
wormhole node and the second set of three nodes are in
the neighborhood of the second wormhole node. 1

For example, in Fig 1, Nodes a and b in Area A are
independent. Also, because of the wormhole, they will
be neighbors to nodes c, d and e in area B while these
three nodes are mutually independent. Our simulation
results shown next indicate that in uniformly distributed
networks, such cases occur very frequently. Our algo-
rithm will find these five nodes and declare existence of
wormholes.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We simulated various topologies with varying average
degree of nodes to test the effectiveness of our protocol.
The simulation setup was as follows. We tested two
kinds of topologies, a) a grid-like topology with a small
perturbation for each node’s position and b) a topology
with randomly chosen x and y coordinates for each node.
In both cases, we placed 144 nodes in a 1000x1000 area
and varied the transmission radius of nodes to change
the connectivity graph and hence the degree. A node
is assumed neighbor of another node if their Euclidian
distance is less than or equal to the transmission radius.
For grid-like topologies, nodes were first positioned in
a perfect 12x12 grid. Then their x and y coordinates
were changed to a randomly chosen number between
[x− px, x+ px] and [y− py,y + py] respectively, where
p is the perturbation constant. Topologies with p = 0.2
and 0.4 were tried.

The results are shown in Fig 4. For each plot, the
algorithm was tested on 10000 randomly generated
topologies and the number of times wormhole attack
was successfully detected was recorded. Y-axis denoted
the number of times our wormhole detection algorithm
was successful in detecting the wormhole attack and

1Other cases are not possible, proof not shown due to lack of space

X-axis denotes the average degree of the nodes in the
network. The results are very promising as with a grid-
like network the detection success rate is almost 100%
at average degree as low as 8. The grid-like networks
are usually the most practical way of deploying sensor
networks as they give uniform density, coverage and
redundancy. In practice, the average degree will usually
be much higher as sensor networks employ lot of redun-
dancy for longer network life. 2 The results for random
graph are not as good as grid-like graphs. The reason
is because these graphs are usually highly non-uniform.
They contain holes in most cases and thus are not a really
good approximation of sensor network topology. We still
evaluate the results for such topology for comparison
purposes and observe that it attains 90% success rate at
degree of 12 and 100% at average degree of 15.

V. FUTURE WORK

In future, we would like to run more elaborate ex-
periments to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm
on more varied set of topologies. We are also currently
working to extend our algorithm to non-unit disk graph
networks like quasi-unit disk graphs [3]. We would also
like to perform a probability analysis for detecting a
wormhole attack for given node densities.

Although detection of wormhole attack in itself might
be good enough for most networks – as through manual
intervention the problem can be solved – we also have
some ideas on how to prevent the wormholes from
affecting the network once they are detected. We would
like to implement these ideas, verify and test them. In
the end, we would like to test how well our idea would
work with a real world communication model.
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2Note that sleeping nodes can be woken up for running our algo-
rithm, as it is not expected to run very frequently
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